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P R O G R A M   O V E R V I E W 

Dear Participants, 
 

It is a pleasure to welcome you to the first year of the Psychology and the 
Other Conference!  We are excited by the overwhelming expression of 
interest in this year’s event and by the remarkable line-up of presenters that 
are committed to this conversation.  Our hope is that this year’s conference 
will be just that—a conversation.  The purpose of this conference is to enrich 
collaboration and dialogue at the intersections of philosophy, psychology, 
and theological/religious studies, particularly emphasizing scholarship 
around the notion of the “Other.”  As an interdisciplinary conference, 
presentations will explore the rich discourses that have emerged around the 
concept of the “Other” in various intellectual traditions, ranging from 
phenomenological work like that of Emmanuel Levinas to the work of John 
Zizioulas in theology or that of Jessica Benjamin in psychoanalysis. 
 
On Friday night, we begin with a short event titled “Introduction to the 
Other” that is open to the public and is largely oriented toward students who 
haven’t had much exposure to the topics represented by the conference.  All 
are welcome and student-style food will be provided (i.e., pizza and soda!). 
 
On Saturday morning, we will begin at Lesley University’s Doble Campus 
(just north of Harvard Square—see maps at the end of the program) with 
various invited addresses, symposia, and papers on a variety of topics.  Mid-
morning we will walk or shuttle over to the Sheraton Commander hotel (in 
Harvard Square) for two plenary addresses (separated by a lunch break).  In 
the mid-afternoon, we return to Lesley’s campus for additional addresses and 
papers.  This same schedule and location breakdown will take place on 
Sunday. On Saturday night, don’t miss the wine and cheese reception (with 
chocolate covered strawberries as well!) that is open to all conference 
attendees.  During this event, Heather Wise will perform a concert outdoors 
and presenters’ posters will be formally exhibited in Alumni Hall (the posters 
will also be available for viewing throughout the 2 ½ half days).   
 
On Monday, we have a half day of additional invited addresses and papers 
on Lesley’s campus.   
 
Throughout the conference, we hope to provide space for dialogue and are 
happy to accommodate space needs for conversations and other meetings.  
Feel free to speak with any of the conference volunteers for assistance.  Also, 
the second floor of the McKenna Student Center (on Lesley’s campus) will 
have comfortable seating, a book exhibit, and wireless access for all.  Make 
yourselves at home! 
 
Welcome, 
 

David Goodman and the Psychology and the Other Steering Committee 
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We are grateful to our volunteers and organizing/steering 
committees for their time, energy, and diligence, to Lesley 
University for its co-sponsorship of this event, and to the 
Danielsen Institute at Boston University for its generous 

sponsorship of the conference CEUs. 
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C O N F E R E N C E   C O M M I T T E E S  C E U   I N F O R M A T I O N   

Continuing Education Units (CEUs) for Social Workers and Psychologists are 
being graciously sponsored by the Danielsen Institute at Boston University. The 
Danielsen Institute is approved by the American Psychological Association to 
sponsor continuing education for psychologists.  The Danielsen Institute 
maintains responsibility for this program and its content. 
 
A maximum of 18 CEUs are available during the conference over the 2 ½ days 
of the conference, depending on which sessions are attended.  Each plenary and 
invited address during the conference is eligible for 1.5 CEUs. 
 
It is the responsibility of each conference participant to comply with the 
following instructions in order to receive their CEUs: 
 

• The participant must be present for the entirety of the program for 
which they are seeking CEUs.  It is his or her responsibility to make 
sure that the program in which they are participating is CEU eligible 
(this is clearly marked on the conference program). 

• The participant must acquire an evaluation form during the first 10 
minutes of the address.  These will be available at the respective 
entrances of the Sheraton Commander Ballroom, Marran Theatre, 
and/or WOLF classroom within which the address is taking place. 

• The participant must complete the evaluation and submit it to the 
appropriate conference staff at the completion of the address (also at 
the entrance/exit of the space). 

• The participant must provide the following information to the 
conference staff who is documenting attendance: name, degree, and 
license number. 

• The participant will immediately receive a signed form that provides 
official documentation of attendance. 

There is no additional cost for CEUs beyond the conference registration. 



 

“The Difficulty of Being Two” 
 
Lacan and Levinas agree that in the relation of each subject to the 
other, there is also an antecedent relation with another other that 
necessarily affects that relation with other human beings. For 
Levinas, this primordial other other is a God who orders each of 
us to put the other first. Lacan envisions an other defined by a 
primordial fantasy that polarizes the desire of the subject. I 
propose to explore these differences as a way toward asking if 
there is a place for God in psychotherapy. 

 

Mark Freeman is Distinguished 
Professor of Ethics and Society in the 
Department of Psychology at the 
College of the Holy Cross in Worcester, 
Massachusetts. He is the author of 
Rewriting the Self: History, Memory, 
Narrative (Routledge, 1993); Finding the 
Muse: A Sociopsychological Inquiry into the 
Conditions of Artistic Creativity 
(Cambridge, 1994); Hindsight: The 
Promise and Peril of Looking Backward 
(Oxford, 2010); and numerous articles 
on memory, the self, and 
autobiographical narrative. Among other projects, he is currently 
completing a book entitled The Priority of the Other: Attention, 
Devotion, Transcendence (Oxford, forthcoming), in which he seeks 
to complement his longstanding interest in the self with an in-
depth exploration of the category, and the place, of the Orther in 
psychological life. Winner of 2010 Theodore R. Sarbin Award in 
the Division of Theoreticl and Philosophical Psychology of the 
American Psychological Association, he is also the editor for the 
Oxford University Press series “Explorations in Narrative 
Psychology.”  
 

P L E N A R Y    S P E A K E R    
J E F F R E Y   B L O E C H L ,  P h. D. 

P L E N A R Y    S P E A K E R    
  M A R K    F R E E M A N,  P h. D. 

“Thinking and Being Otherwise: Aesthetics, Ethics, Erotics” 
 

A portion of the discipline of psychology would do well to shift its 
priority from the self to the Other. Given the ego-centricity of the 
discipline, thinking Otherwise is a challenge in its own right. 
Given the ego-centricity of much of everyday life, being Otherwise 
brings forth another level of challenge altogether. By addressing 
this twofold challenge head-on, we may have in hand a vehicle not 
only for refiguring the discipline but also for reimagining how we 
might live our lives. 

 

Jeffrey Bloechl is Associate 
Professor of Philosophy and 
Director of the Program in 
Psychoanalytic Studies at Boston 
College. He has published 
numerous essays and a booklength 
study on Emmanual Levinas, and 
is series editor of Levinas Studies: 
An Annual Review, which he 
founded in 2005. Dr. Bloechl is also 
on the executive board active of 
the Societe International de la 
Psychanalyse et Philosophie, 
which organizes annual 
conferences and runs a book series. 
His current research includes a 
monograph on contemporary 
philosophy of religion and a close 
study of Freud's Civilization and 
Its Discontents. 

FEATURED ABSTRACT FEATURED ABSTRACT 



 

Lynne Layton, Ph.D. is 
Assistant Clinical Professor of 
Psychology, Harvard Medical 
School. She has taught courses 
on women and popular culture 
and on culture and 
psychoanalysis for Harvard’s 
Committee on Degrees in 
Women’s Studies and 
Committee on Degrees in 
Social Studies. Currently, she 
teaches and supervises at the 

Massachusetts Institute for Psychoanalysis. She is the author of 
Who’s That Girl? Who’s That Boy? Clinical Practice Meets 
Postmodern Gender Theory (Analytic Press, 2004), co-editor, 
with Susan Fairfield and Carolyn Stack, of Bringing the Plague. 
Toward a Postmodern Psychoanalysis (Other Press, 2002), and 
co-editor, with Nancy Caro Hollander and Susan Gutwill of 
Psychoanalysis, Class and Politics: Encounters in the Clinical 
Setting (Routledge, 2006). She is editor of the journal 
Psychoanalysis, Culture & Society and associate editor of 
Studies in Gender and Sexuality. Her private practice is in 
Brookline, MA. 

P L E N A R Y    S P E A K E R    
L Y N N E   L A Y T O N ,  P h. D. 

P L E N A R Y    S P E A K E R    
S T U A R T    P I Z E R ,  P h. D.,  A B P P  

Stuart A. Pizer, Ph.D., ABPP 
is a Founding Member, 
Faculty, Supervising Analyst, 
Board Member and former 
President, Massachusetts 
Institute for Psychoanalysis; 
Assistant Clinical Professor of 
Psychology, Department of 
Psychiatry, Harvard Medical 
School; Faculty and 
Supervising Analyst, Institute 
for Relational Psychoanalysis 
of Philadelphia; Visiting Faculty, Psychoanalytic Institute of 
Northern California; Visiting Faculty and Member, Advisory 
Board, Toronto Institute for Contemporary Psychoanalysis; 
Corresponding Member and Faculty, Institute for Contemporary 
Psychoanalysis, Los Angeles; Associate Editor of Psychoanalytic 
Dialogues; Corresponding Editor of Contemporary 
Psychoanalysis; Editorial Reader for The Psychoanalytic 
Quarterly; Past-President, International Association for Relational 
Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy; author of Building Bridges: 
The Negotiation of Paradox in Psychoanalysis (The Analytic 
Press, 1998). 

 
“The Shock of Recognition: What My Grandfather Taught Me 
About Psychoanalytic Process” 

 
I present key transformative moments with my grandfather during 
childhood to illustrate the fundamental experience of intimate 
recognition that formed the basis of my psychoanalytic ethos. As a 
psychoanalyst, I seek to engage a potentially transformative 
recognition process that may foster profound and lasting state-
shifts and open previously inaccessible realms of intersubjective 
relatedness, affect regulation, and reflective understanding. I 
emphasize the analyst's "generous mentalization." 

 

“Beyond Sameness and Difference: Normative Unconscious 
Processes and Our Mutual Implication in Each Other’s Suffering” 
 
The presentation introduces a relational model of identity 
formation and describes "normative unconscious processes." It goes 
on to discuss the way therapist and patient sometimes collude in 
sustaining oppressive cultural norms. The talk concludes with a 
dream that illustrates the relational nature of what we might think 
of as a social unconscious. 

 

FEATURED ABSTRACT FEATURED ABSTRACT 
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH  
 
5:00-8:00pm                              MARRAN GALLERY 
Conference Registration  
  
6:30-8:00pm                                   MARRAN THEATRE 
Introduction to the Other 
Program oriented towards students; Refreshments Provided 
This pre-conference event is free & open to the public 
 
Welcome by David Goodman and Dean Coleman, Lesley College 
 

Address by Heather Macdonald, Lesley University 
Followed by Q&A 
 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1ST  
 
Starts at 7:00am            MARRAN GALLERY 
Conference Registration   
 
8:00-9:30am     INVITED ADDRESS         MARRAN THEATRE 
(1.5 CEUs available)       
 
Merold Westphal, Fordham University 
“Kierkegaard and the Other: A Phenomenological Psychotherapy” 
 

In Fear and Trembling Kierkegaard it is the knight of faith who 
experiences the otherness of the other in genuine heteronomy. 
God is the other as a Thou who addresses me and who, through 
disruptive promises and commands give me an identity and 
vocation of which I am not the origin. The classical distinctions 
between faith and reason and between revelation and reason is 
interpreted in terms of this distinction between heteronomy 
and autonomy. 

 
Respondent: Elizabeth Corpt, Massachusetts Institute for 
Psychoanalysis/Harvard Medical School 
 

Moderator: Donna Orange, Institute for the Psychoanalytic Study of 
Subjectivity 
____________________________________ 
 
8:00-9:30am          PAPER PANEL               WOLF, ROOM 201 
(No CEUs available)     

 
“The Divine and the Analytic Third: Ogden, Loewald, Deleuze, and 
Laing” 
 

Moderator: Pamela Cooper-White, Columbia Theological Seminary    
“Interrogating Integration and Embracing Multiplicity: 
Explorations in Relational Psychoanalysis and Theology” 
 
Marsha Hewitt, Trinity College, University of Toronto 
“Eros, Transcendence & Reconciliation: Ronald Laing & Hans 
Loewald” 
 

“Psychotherapy,” writes R.D. Laing, “must remain an obstinate 
attempt of two people to recover the wholeness of being 
human through the relationship between them.” This also 
describes the ethico-therapeutic vision of Hans Loewald. For 
both authors, subject and object constitute each other, and thus 
contain elements of each other. The religious implications of 
Laing & Loewald's work for psychoanalysis will be explored. 

 
Erika Knuth, Danielsen Institute at Boston University 
“One Plus One Equals Three: The Analytic Third as the Locus of 
the Holy in Relational Psychoanalysis” 

 

It will be argued that in relational psychoanalysis, the analytic 
third is both the symbolic acknowledgement of the Other and 
the intentional creation of active space wherein the Other may 
move in the consulting room. As such, a central task of the 
analyst is to be open to movement of the Other. Religious 
conceptualizations of the Other/the Holy will be explored. 
Finally, a psychotherapy case will be presented tracing the 
movement of the Other in the intersubjective space of the 
consulting room.  
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  SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1ST  
 
 

8:00-9:30am SYMPOSIUM             ALUMNI HALL  
 

“Owning the Other” (No CEUs available) 
 

This paper investigates the desire to own and be owned by the 
other as explored in 2 voices; a female Israeli analyst and her 
male Israeli patients living far from their original homes,& an 
American Jewish male analyst with strong ties to, criticisms of 
and longings for his ancestral homeland. We reflect on 
additional ways in which owning, often related to gender and 
sexuality, serves to process personal and cultural trauma that 
occurs as a result of profound loss. 

 

Chair: Steven Kuchuck, National Institute for the Psychotherapies 
(NIP), Institute for Expressive Analysis (IEA) 
 

Galit Atlas-Koch, Institute for Expressive Analysis (IEA), National 
Institute for the Psychotherapies (NIP) 
 

 
PAPER WITH RESPONDENT       WOLF, ROOM 204 

 

Amy Bentley Lamborn, The General Theological Seminary 
 

“The Fourth/Reduction: Carl Jung, Richard Kearney, and the Via 
Tertia of Otherness”  (No CEUs available) 

 

This paper contributes to an emerging post-Levinasian 
analysis of the Other in Jungian psychology, addressing what 
John Manoussakis calls “the problematic of the otherness of 
the Other.” It explores this problematic through an 
interdisciplinary face off between Jung’s notion of the fourth 
(the “incommensurable Other”) and Kearney’s fourth 
reduction (a return to the “epiphanies of the everyday”). 
Clinical implications of Kearney’s via tertia, or third way, of 
otherness are considered. 

  

Respondent: John Manoussakis, College of the Holy Cross 
 

PAPER WITH RESPONDENT           WOLF, ROOM 203 
(No CEUs available) 

   

John Locke, Lehman College, City University of New York  
“The Mystery of Others: Liminal Moments in Human 
Relationships” 

 

A special kind of mystery is available at human boundaries. It is 
often accompanied by vague feelings of knowing and 
connection. In these liminal moments, people may think that 
“something spiritual” has happened, but research indicates that 
personal material is routinely exchanged without conscious 
awareness. It is here that we discover reasons for the mystery, 
and the equally unconscious things that people do, in respect of 
that mystery, that lead to deeper levels of knowing and relating. 

 

Respondent: Paul Harris, Harvard University 

____________________________________ 
 

9:30-10:00am WALKING / BREAK   (Shuttles Available) 
____________________________________ 
 

10:00-11:30am PLENARY ADDRESS       SHERATON 
(1.5 CEUs available)                 COMMANDER 
   

Welcome and Introduction by David Goodman 
  

Mark Freeman, College of the Holy Cross   
“Thinking and Being Otherwise: Aesthetics, Ethics, Erotics” 

 

A portion of the discipline of psychology would do well to shift 
its priority from the self to the Other. Given the ego-centricity of 
the discipline, thinking Otherwise is a challenge in its own right. 
Given the ego-centricity of much of everyday life, being 
Otherwise brings forth another level of challenge altogether. By 
addressing this twofold challenge head-on, we may have in 
hand a vehicle not only for refiguring the discipline but also for 
reimagining how we might live our lives. 

   
Respondent:  Sue Grand, New York University 
Moderator: Suzanne Kirschner, College of the Holy Cross 
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11:30-12:30pm     LUNCH 
____________________________________ 

    
12:30- 2:00pm     PLENARY ADDRESS                SHERATON 
(1.5 CEUs available)                     COMMANDER 
 

Stuart Pizer, Harvard Medical School 
“The Shock of Recognition: What My Grandfather Taught Me 
About Psychoanalytic Process” 
 

I present key transformative moments with my grandfather 
during childhood to illustrate the fundamental experience of 
intimate recognition that formed the basis of my 
psychoanalytic ethos. As a psychoanalyst, I seek to engage a 
potentially transformative recognition process that may foster 
profound and lasting state-shifts and open previously 
inaccessible realms of intersubjective relatedness, affect 
regulation, and reflective understanding. I emphasize the 
analyst's "generous mentalization." 

 
Respondent: Donna Orange, Institute for the Psychoanalytic Study 
of Subjectivity 
 

Moderator: Barbara Pizer, Harvard Medical School 
____________________________________ 

 
2:00-2:30pm WALKING/ BREAK  (Shuttles Available) 
____________________________________ 
 
2:30-4:00pm INVITED ADDRESS          WOLF, ROOM 203 
(1.5 CEUs available)      
 
Jonathan Slavin, Harvard Medical School 
“‘If someone is there’ On Finding and Having One’s Own Mind” 
 

This paper suggests that the possession of memory and the 
feeling of having one’s own mind is a capacity that is 
developed in relational space; “if someone is there,” 
(Winnicott).    (Abstract continued on next page) 

 

In the absence of being able to feel the impact of one’s mind on 
others, memory will be dissociated. Through a clinical vignette, 
the paper suggests that the ability to feel ownership of one’s 
mind, and to tell even the saddest the memories, must arise in 
the understanding that one’s own mind matters to other 
people.   

 
Respondent: Jill Gentile, New York University 
 

Moderator: Dana Castellano, Boulder Institute for Psychotherapy 
and Research 
____________________________________ 

  
2:30-4:00pm  SYMPOSIUM          ALUMNI HALL 
  
“Authentic Intersubjectivity in Contemporary Gestalt Therapy” 
(No CEUs available) 

 

We depict contemporary gestalt therapy, showing by its stress 
on contact and a field-emergent self that it escapes a one-
person psychology and supports authentic intersubjectivity. 
We describe its core constructs and their relation to Buber, 
Heidegger, Levinas, and the theological turn of Chrétien and 
others. We advocate relational competencies for training, 
including embodied awareness, hermeneutic enquiry, 
tolerance for complexity, and an ethic of the Other. We end 
with discussion. 

 
Panelists: 
 

Dan Bloom, New York Institute for Gestalt Therapy 
Carol Swanson, Portland Gestalt Therapy Institute 
Leanne O'Shea, Gestalt Therapy Australia 
Philip Brownell, Gestalt Training Institute of Bermuda 
 
Chair: Philip Brownell, Gestalt Training Institute of Bermuda 
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2:30-4:00pm          PAPER PANEL                 WOLF, ROOM 201 
 

Dreams, Death and Art: Levinas, Heidegger, Lacan, & Benjamin 
(No CEUs available) 

   
Mira Gerard, East Tennessee State University 
“I dreamed I was you & you were not there: Painting the self as 
Other” 

 

My paintings, rooted in experiences of objectification, desire 
and self-consciousness, depict women traveling in dramatic 
and often desecrated landscapes. I seek to introduce the gaze 
as a self-reflexive function through images that hint at 
cataclysm, aftermath, dreams, and the unconscious. This 
paper contains a formal and conceptual discussion of my 
work in relation to themes of transference, devotion, memory 
and desire within Lacanian Psychoanalysis as well as in my 
life and studio practice. 

 
Denise Malis, Lesley University 
“Encounters of Otherness: Aesthetics, Gender and Attunement 
in art therapy” 

 

Utilizing art in therapy expands the therapeutic relationship 
through nonjudgmental aesthetic encounters, establishing 
mutual and empathetic attunement. Interconnections between 
intersubjectivity, the ‘Other’, gender issues and art therapy 
will be presented through case vignettes. Creating artwork 
alongside clients helps to build interpersonal relatedness and 
empathetic regard. The role of in-session art-making is 
presented as a bridge for intersubjective attunement, linking 
self and other. 

 
Moderator: Susana McCune, Antioch University Seattle 
“Living Beyond the Other”           
 
(Abstract on next page) 
 

We live in relationship with others. Yet, how do we live on 
when the other dies? End of life, death, and bereavement 
are regarded under the term thanatology. Throughout 
continental philosophy and in current thanatological 
literature the impact of death is discussed in two seminal 
ways—the death of the self and the death of the other. 
Integrating philosophical wisdom with thanatological and 
psychological theory when providing care during end of 
life through bereavement will be examined. 

____________________________________ 
 

2:30-4:00pm        PAPER WITH RESPONDENT   
(No CEUs available)   WOLF, ROOM 204 

   

Frank Summers, Northwestern University Medical School 
“The Transcendent Experience of the Other” 

 

The thesis is that understanding the other/patient in 
analytic therapy requires the therapist to transcend the 
patient’s formed patterns. To know the other is to know not 
only past and present, but also the future toward which the 
patient aims. Recognizing the importance of the “not yet 
been” requires the therapist to envision who she may 
become. This sensibility suggests a clinical strategy that is 
evocative, rather than interpretive, in order to stimulate 
and realize latent potential. 

 
Respondent: John Riker, Colorado College 
____________________________________ 
 
INVITED ADDRESS                 MARRAN THEATRE 
(1.5 CEUs available)      
 
Humphrey Morris, Harvard Medical School 
“Foundational Repudiations of the Other in Life and in 
Psychoanalysis: Enacting Disavowal, Disavowing Enactment”   
 

(Abstract on next page) 
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Morris continued 
 

The thesis of this paper is that the enactment of disavowal/ 
acknowledgment oscillations founds psychoanalytic process. 
Our recent interest in such dynamics springs both from our 
renewed attention to trauma, and from our turn toward dialogic 
models of the clinical exchange. Attention to the dynamics of 
disavowal/acknowledgment oscillations in psychoanalytic 
theory and practice brings us directly to question what we mean 
by ”the unconscious” and relatedly, by “an analytic stance.” 

 

Respondent: George Fishman, Boston Psychoanalytic Society and 
Institute 
 

Moderator: Linda Luz-Alterman, Massachusetts Institute for 
Psychoanalysis/Harvard Medical School 
____________________________________ 

 
4:00-4:15pm BREAK 
____________________________________ 

 
4:15-5:45pm INVITED ADDRESS             MARRAN 
(1.5 CEUs available)                                      THEATRE 
 
Donna Orange, Institute for the Psychoanalytic Study of Subjectivity 
“The Suffering Stranger: Attitudes for Everyday Clinical 
Understanding and Responding” 

 

In the moment of facing the terrified and traumatized patient, 
clinicians may react to the patient with a critical, suspicious, 
diagnostic attitude that distances us from the other’s humanity, 
wondering what the other is up to with all these demands, 
acting out, and pathologies. Or we may first, recognizing in the 
other person another sufferer both like and unlike ourselves, 
respond by wondering what the other needs in this moment to 
feel included in humanity, held, and healed. 

 

Respondent: Anna Ornstein, Harvard Medical School 
Moderator: Elizabeth Corpt, Massachusetts Institute for 
Psychoanalysis/Harvard Medical School 

4:15-5:45pm   SYMPOSIUM             ALUMNI HALL 
 

“Negative Capability as a Bridge to the Other”  
(No CEUs available) 
 

John Keats defines negative capability as the capacity to be  
in “uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable 
reaching after fact and reason.” We explore this in three 
contexts: psychoanalytic practice where the loss of certainty 
plays a critical role in the work of Bion; contemporary 
philosophy (Wittgenstein, Benjamin), in what could be  
called a “Recovery of the Body”; and among Platonists of  
late antiquity where negative capability forms an essential  
part of the soul’s therapy. 

 

Panelists: 
Victor J. Krebs, Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru 
Gregory Shaw, Stonehill College 

 
Chair: Richard Frankel, Massachusetts Institute for Psychoanalysis 
____________________________________ 

 

PAPER PANEL           WOLF, ROOM 201 
 

Embodiment and Neuroscience: Merleau-Ponty, Levinas, and 
Damasio  (No CEUs available) 

 

Brock Bahler, Duquesne University/Seton Hill University 
“The Psychology of the Merleau-Ponty’s Embodied Other: An 
Alternative to Levinasian Alterity” 

 

Over the last 15 years, some scholars have considered 
appropriating he philosophy of Emmanuel Levinas to 
psychology. Too often, however, such an application of 
Levinas's work ignores the difficulties of bringing it to the 
practical and political sphere. In light of these difficulties, I 
suggest scholars and practitioners utilize the work of 
Merleau-Ponty, whose approach raises-at least implicity-
many of the same issues as Levinas's while also emphasizing 
the embodied and lived experience. 
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Moderator: Maximillian Shmidheiser, Albert Einstein Medical Center 
“Neuroscience of the Other: Perspectives from Biologically Based 
Theories of Consciousness” 

 

The experience of the “other” will be explored through brain-
based theoretical models of mind, consciousness and self 
proposed by neurologist Antonio Damasio and philosopher of 
mind Evan Thompson. A major theme that will be examined is 
the notion that the simplest living systems fundamentally 
distinguish between self and not-self as a basic unit of meaning-
making, and along the evolutionary continuum this dynamic 
process is preserved and elaborated upon in the central nervous 
system. 

____________________________________ 
 

4:15-5:45pm             PAPER PANEL                 WOLF, ROOM 204 
(No CEUs available) 
 

God, Responsibility, and the Self: Lacan & Fairbairn 
 

Moderator: Robert Reed, Boston College 
“A Lacanian ethics of non-personal responsibility” 
 

Against the widespread belief that Lacan fails to explain 
adequately how one can be ethically accountable for one’s 
actions, this paper proposes a Lacanian ethics of responsibility 
inspired by Simone Weil’s ethics of decreation. Responsibility 
for others consists in creating in the Symbolic a ‘non-personal’ 
understanding of oneself and ‘reality’ according to which one’s 
highest priority is to leave open, for the other, the impossible 
object of their desire. 

 
Tiffany Houck-Loomis, Union Theological Seminary 
“Piecing Together God: A Study on Interdependence as a Way in 
Which One May Experience the Divine as a Restorative Object 
Seen as the ‘Other’ Within” 
 
(Abstract on next page) 
 

Interdependence is a way one may experience the internal 
divine ‘other’ as a healing object. If individuals in a faith 
community can live interdependently to embody the split-off 
parts of the divine then perhaps they could find ways to 
experience healing from the schizoid stage that precipitated 
such othering and enjoy the community as a container in 
which to live more freely and with greater diversity as they 
piece together the splintered self that alienated them from 
their core. 

____________________________________ 
 

PAPER WITH RESPONDENT       WOLF, ROOM 203 
(No CEUs available) 

 

Jose Saporta, Boston Psychoanalytic Society 
“The Perils of Psychoanalytic Evangelism in China - A Plea for 
Dialogue on Cultural Difference” 

 

This paper considers the complexities and perils of 
“psychoanalytic evangelism” in China. I consider historical 
and contemporary differences between China and the West 
that may affect the application of psychoanalytic ideas. 
Psychoanalytic evangelists in China may, in the service of 
ambition, limit inquiry into difference and assert universal 
mutual understanding. The history of the Jesuit missionaries 
in China is described as an example. 

 

Respondent: Alvin Dueck, Fuller Graduate School of Psychology 
____________________________________ 
 
5:45-7:00pm DINNER BREAK             MARRAN THEATRE 
 
And… “A Little Idealism over Dinner: Collective Utopian 
Imaginations for Psychology”  (No CEUs available) 
    
Organizer: Joshua Clegg, John Jay College (CUNY)  

 

7:00-9:00pm Wine & Cheese Gala          ALUMNI HALL & 
Poster Presentations     STUDENT CENTER 
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2ND  
 

8:00-9:30am           INVITED ADDRESS               MARRAN  
(1.5 CEUs available)                THEATRE 
 

Kenneth Gergen, Swarthmore College 
“Relational Being: Beyond the Self/Other Binary” 

 

Bracketing the problematics of inter-subjectivity, I trace the 
origin of meaning to collaborative action. Thus, relational 
process precedes the conception of individual minds. All 
“mental process” (e.g. thinking, feeling) becomes relational 
action. The self is reconstituted as the common intersection of 
multiple relationships, a “multi-being” carrying the traces of 
relational history, and coming into momentary meaning 
through ongoing co-action. The ethical fulcrum shifts to care of 
relationship. 

 

Respondent: William Coburn, Institute for Contemporary 
Psychoanalysis 
 

Moderator: Peter Lawner, Massachusetts Institute for 
Psychoanalysis/Harvard Medical School 
____________________________________ 
 
SYMPOSIUM     ALUMNI HALL 
“Clinical Impasse as Cultural Critique”  (No CEUs available) 

 

Clinical Impasse reveals the cultural assumptions embedded in 
psychoanalytic theory and practice. As a child, this patient was 
a Christian fundamentalist migrant laborer. He pursues near-
death, in an identification with Christ. His sacrificial self-
endangerment disturbs the analyst, exposing the religious and 
cultural biases of her analytic precepts. The patient has no 
individual mind; his body is a collectivized transcript of 
migrant labor. How can analysis know him? Who must be 
known? 

 

Discussant: Neil Altman, New York University 
Chair: Sue Grand, New York University 

 

Sue Grand, “Poverty and the Nameless Subject” 
 

Melanie Suchet, Mitchell Center for Relational Psychoanalysis 
“Forgiving the Other, Forgiving the Self” 
 

Steve Botticelli, New York University 
“Weak Ties, Slight Claims: The Psychotherapeutic Relationship in 
an Era of Reduced Expectation” 
____________________________________ 
 

PAPER PANEL             WOLF, ROOM 201 
 

The Trauma of the Holocaust: Bakhtin, James, & Freud 
(No CEUs available) 

 

Annette Furst, Mass Institute of Psychoanalysis  
“Holocaust Memories and Their Transmission” 

 

As a child of Holocaust survivors, I explore how the second 
generation can be deeply affected by something that did not 
directly happen to them. The issue at stake in intergenerational 
transmission of memory is indeed the relationship with the 
"other". How one relates to the person sharing the memories 
and how one experiences one's self in relation to the other 
during the transmission all impact the process. Attachment 
theory and the neurosciences shed light on the complexities of 
these issues. 

 

Moderator: Michelle Mamberg, Bridgewater State University 
“Constructing the Holocaust Survivor Identity: Negotiation & 
Resistance in Clinical Interviews” 

 

Dialogical Self (DS) Theory grounds this study examining 
transcripts in which clinical interviewers co-constitute 
Holocaust Survivors as resilient. Interview questions about 
stressful life events elicited micronarratives of trauma. DS 
analysis explores the discursive dynamics of identity 
constitution. HS’s resisted formulations of resilience through 
subtle interactional moves. Such navigation contests the more 
powerful interviewer’s implicit formulation of HS’s as a 
particular type of Other. 
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8:00-9:30am         PAPER PANEL     WOLF, ROOM 204 
 

Otherness in Psychotherapy: Tustin, Ogden, Lombardi, Searle, & 
Benjamin  (No CEUs available) 

 

Moderator: Bernard Reginster, Brown University 
“Three Concepts of Otherness” 

 

A still widespread psychoanalytic view of otherness as 
independence from the subject’s control is inadequate not 
just because it risks under-appreciating the mentality of the 
other but because it fails to distinguish between two forms 
this independence might take. It can point either to limits in 
the subject’s power or to the special character of the other. In 
the latter case, the other is experienced as a person, who can 
no longer be seen as an object of possible control. 

 
Dolan Power, Massachusetts Institute for Psychoanalysis 
“When the Other is Out of Reach” 

 

Contemporary theories emphasize the co-constructed nature 
of the analytic relationship. Our intersubjective sensibilities 
and the fact we are hardwired to relate, can lend an 
unintended slant to analytic work. This slant can bias us 
against recognizing and accepting a patient’s need for 
withdrawal. This paper discusses the strain on the analyst’s 
experience of the patient as other, when the patient’s 
preference is for being out of reach. Clinical examples will 
illustrate these ideas. 

 
Leslie Cutler, Boston Institute for Psychotherapy 
“Opening Oneself to Dynamic Therapeutic Change in Relation 
to One’s “Other”: A Parallel Journey for Patient and Clinician” 
 

This paper will describe the ‘Other’ in the context of a 
parallel process of growth. My ’Other’ is my clinical self, 
which has grown through my work with my patient. My 
patient’s ‘Other’ will be defined within the context of her 
struggle to survive under the stigmatizing label of 
“chronically mentally ill.”    (Continued on next page) 

 

Reified from years of relationships with mental health care 
professionals, dating back to the early1970’s her sense of self 
morphed into an ‘Other’ defined by her diagnosis of 
schizophrenia. 

____________________________________ 
 
PAPER PANEL           WOLF, ROOM 203 
(No CEUs available) 
 
The Relational Other and Hospitality: Kearney, Girard, Lacan, Levinas, 
Derrida, and Waldenfels  

 
Moderator: Brian Smothers, Tufts University 
“From Hostility to Hospitality” 

 

The aim of this paper is to review Freud’s early approximations 
of idealization and the ego-ideal as it is involved in primary 
narcissism. Using clinical material, I hope to examine the role of 
the Other in the formation of primary narcissism and symptom 
development, ultimately arriving at an invitation of hospitality 
extended to both therapist and patient to renew contact with 
disavowed experiences of self and other. 

 
Christopher Yates, Boston College 
“Between Mourning and Magnetism: Derrida and Waldenfels on 
the Art of Hospitality” 

 

Philosophers Jacques Derrida and Bernhard Waldenfels offer 
penetrating insights into those moments of alterity wherein the 
arrival of the stranger, guest, or enemy inverts the balance of 
our ego-centric existence. I will concentrate on the 
phenomenological disclosure of a difference between what is 
relative and conditional, and what is absolute and 
unconditional in such moments. Accordingly, the art of 
hospitality consists in facing an event in which we are very 
much in question. 
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Schachaf Bitan, Ben-Gurion University/AMCHA Tel-Aviv 
“Logic-of-Play: An-Other Relation to the Other” 

 

I will follow different threads within Derrida's and Winnicott's 
writings and present the logic-of-play and its implications for 
the thought of the relation to the other. Logic-of-play challenges 
the dichotomous structure, which Derrida analyses as 
immanent within Western thinking. Logic-of-play is 
characterized by acceptance and respect to paradox (Winnicott, 
1971) and invokes playful transition between traditional 
opposites, of which I will focus on the subject (the same) 
'versus' the other. 

____________________________________ 
 
9:30-10:00am WALKING / BREAK  (Shuttles Available) 
____________________________________ 
 
10-11:30am PLENARY ADDRESS                    SHERATON 
(1.5 CEUs available)                              COMMANDER  

   

Lynne Layton, Harvard Medical School   
“Beyond Sameness and Difference: Normative Unconscious 
Processes and Our Mutual Implication in Each Other’s Suffering” 

 

The presentation introduces a relational model of identity 
formation and describes "normative unconscious processes." It 
goes on to discuss the way therapist and patient sometimes 
collude in sustaining oppressive cultural norms. The talk 
concludes with a dream that illustrates the relational nature of 
what we might think of as a social unconscious. 

 
Respondent:  Leslie Adelson, Cornell University’s Institute for 
German Cultural Studies  
 

Moderator: Sue Grand, New York University 
____________________________________ 

 
11:30-12:30pm    LUNCH 
____________________________________ 
 

12:30- 2:00pm   PLENARY ADDRESS     SHERATON 
(1.5 CEUs available)                              COMMANDER  
 

Jeffrey Bloechl, Boston College 
“The Difficulty of Being Two” 

 

Lacan and Levinas agree that in the relation of each subject to 
the other, there is also an antecedent relation with another 
other that necessarily affects that relation with other human 
beings. For Levinas, this primordial other other is a God who 
orders each of us to put the other first. Lacan envisions an 
other defined by a primordial fantasy that polarizes the desire 
of the subject. I propose to explore these differences as a way 
toward asking if there is a place for God in psychotherapy. 

 

Respondent: Mark Freeman, College of the Holy Cross 
Moderator: Eric Severson, Eastern Nazarene College 
____________________________________ 

 

2:00-2:30pm WALKING/ BREAK     (Shuttles Available) 
____________________________________ 
 
2:30-4:00pm INVITED SYMPOSIUM           ALUMNI 
(1.5 CEUs available)                HALL 
 

“Girard and Psychology: Creating a Dialogue” 
 

This symposium, consisting of three papers, will present some 
of the main principles of René Girard’s mimetic scapegoat 
theory and explore ways its uniquely powerful analysis of 
human violence, envy, and hatred might be cross-fertilized 
with other social theories and theories of psychotherapy that 
also stress the deeply relational or interpersonal nature of 
human action and experience. 

 

Panelists: 
Martha Reineke, University of Northern Iowa 
Lisa D. Finlay, Fuller Graduate School of Psychology 
Nicolette D. Manglos, The University of Texas at Austin 
 

Chair: Frank Richardson, University of Texas at Austin 
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2:30-4:00pm       PAPER WITH RESPONDENT   
(No CEUs available)            WOLF, ROOM 201 

 

Peter Maduro, Institute of Contemporary Psychoanalysis 
“Owning My Thrownness-Into-Others: Expanding 
Intersubjective-Systems Theory Perspectives on Experiences of 
Personal Ownership and Individuality” 

 

In this presentation, interplays between Heidegger’s existential 
philosophy and relational psychoanalysis illuminate that a 
person’s sense of individuality transforms into a sense of 
distinctive, worlded-selfhood when he emotionally owns not 
only his existential anxiety and grief, but also the affectivity 
associated his “thrownness-into-others”: the otherness or 
relational features of the world into which his existence, and 
emotion life, have been delivered in ways beyond his choice or 
control. 

 
Respondent: Malcolm Owen Slavin, Massachusetts Institute for 
Psychoanalysis 
____________________________________ 
 
PAPER PANEL          WOLF, ROOM 204 
(No CEUs available) 
 

Diagnosis and Phenomenological Psychology: Freud, Jaspers, Lacan, 
Loewald, and Heidegger   

 

Moderator: Peter Capretto, Vanderbilt University 
“Marion’s Reduction of Subjectivity and the Possibility of 
Phenomenological Psychology” 

 

Psychology and its studies of subjectivity have benefitted much 
from their dialogue with phenomenology. But, with recent 
developments in subjective theory stemming from Jean-Luc 
Marion’s reduction of the subject for phenomenological 
givenness, must we rethink the possibility of this dialogue?  
 
(Continued on next page) 

Capretto continued 
 

This paper attempts to peer into what challenges might face a 
phenomenological psychology given the increasingly radical 
views of (post)subjectivity forwarded by Marion and others. 

 

Elizabeth Grosz, University of Oregon 
“Being-in-the-World and Schizophrenia: 
Three Phenomenological Approaches to Self-Experience in 
Schizophrenia” 

 

In this paper I examine phenomenologists who study self-
experience in schizophrenia. I separate these authors into three 
general categories based on their overarching conceptions of 
what is disordered in a schizophrenic person’s self-experience. 
I conclude that the first approach, through its strict focus on 
the disturbances of consciousness resulting in excessive self-
reflection, may miss the worldly projects the individual is 
engaged in, which are largely shaped by her relation to others. 

 

Joel Pearl, Tel Aviv Institute for Contemporary Psychoanalysis 
“The Temporal Foundation of the Self and the Other: 
 A Phenomenological Reading of Narcissism” 

 

Rethinking the manner in which psychoanalysis articulates the 
self's relation to the other, this paper returns to the primordial 
stage of narcissism. The paper traces the consequences of the 
Freudian and Lacanian notions of narcissism and offers a new, 
alternative, picture of the narcissistic stage by suggesting, in 
the light of Heidegger and Loewald, that temporality must be 
recognized as a constitutive dimension of the self's openness to 
the Other. 

____________________________________ 
 
PAPER WITH RESPONDENT   MARRAN THEATRE 
(No CEUs available) 

 

Lewis Aron & Karen Starr, New York University 
“The Uncanny Other: The Repudiation of Vulnerability and the 
Development of Psychoanalysis”                (Abstract on next page) 
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Aron and Starr Continued 
 

Derrida showed that Western thought is based on dualistic 
oppositions that are often value-laden and ethnocentric, 
inevitably privileging one term of each pole. We examine the 
matrix of binaries permeating Freud’s culture and his very 
existence. As a Jewish man in an anti-Semitic milieu, Freud 
was regarded by his surrounding culture as feminine, 
primitive, degenerate, and perverse -- as the uncanny Other. 
 

Respondent: Ann Pellegrini, New York University 
Moderator: Kenneth Reich, Harvard Medical School 
____________________________________ 
 
2:30-4:00pm        PAPER PANEL      WOLF, ROOM 203 
(No CEUs available) 
 
Managed Care, ESTs, Language, and Trauma: Kristeva & Levinas  

 

Moderator: Dana Castellano, Private Practice 
“Trauma Triangles and Parallel Processes: Geometry and the 
Supervisor/Trainee/Patient Triad” 

 

There is often a fluidity between the positions of persecuted, 
persecutor, and bystander/rescuer. The patient who has 
experienced persecution may thus be more likely to introject 
sedimented aspects of trauma into the analyst as a way of 
"Othering" her. Thus, the patient may gain a sense of 
empowerment, disavow feelings of shame and inferiority, 
and master feelings of abandonment or misattunement on the 
part of an "Other" who either stood by or was unable to 
rescue the patient from being abused. 

 
Katie Howe, Assumption College 
“Challenging Cartesian Language in CBT: Kristeva, 
Carnivalesque, and the Empowerment of New Language in 
Psychotherapy” 
 

(Abstract on next page) 

Kristeva’s psycholinguistic scholarship in the 1960’s introduced 
the speaking subject as a newly formulated participant in 
discourse. This conception of the speaking subject developed 
further with the integration of Mikhail Baktin’s concept of 
carnivalesque language. The work of these two thinkers is 
offered in this paper as a proposed corrective to the language 
structure inherent in the discourse rendered from cognitive 
behavioral therapy. 

 

Steven Huett, Fuller Graduate School of Psychology 
“Effacing the Divine Trace: The (A) Proximal, Faceless Third-Party 
and the Psychotherapeutic Dyad” 

 

Levinas' account of radical responsibility for the Other in 
proximity changes with the approach of the third party, 
moving to justice and institutional fairness. This presentation 
evaluates the problematic presence of third-party payers in 
psychotherapeutic dyads, how their disingenuously a-
proximal, approximating, faceless qualities hazard effacing the 
Divine trace described by Levinas, and a forgetfulness of 
institutional justice. Levinasian correctives are suggested. 

____________________________________ 
 

4:00-4:15pm BREAK 
____________________________________ 

 

4:15-5:45pm INVITED ADDRESS                      MARRAN  
(1.5 CEUs available)          THEATRE 
 
Alfred Tauber, Boston University  
“The ‘Unconscious’ Other”   
 

Freud described the unconscious by assigning representations 
(language, symbols) to the drive’s attachment to ideas. While 
representations and their associated ideas are repressed and 
point to an intra-psychic ‘other,’ the affective unconscious is a 
product of the representational mind and does not exist as 
such. Accordingly, the unconscious is “the other” of the 
conscious mind, and thus a testament to the disjunction (and 
distortion) imposed by the Cartesian metaphysics of selfhood. 

 
 



 

Respondent: Chris Gordon, Harvard Medical School 
Moderator: Eric Severson, Eastern Nazarene College 
____________________________________ 

 

4:15-5:45pm              INVITED ADDRESS                       ALUMNI  
(1.5 CEUs available)                  HALL 
      

Marie Hoffman, Society for Exploration of Psychoanalytic 
 Therapies & Theology             
 

“Beyond Alterity:  The Path to Gratitude” 
 

Commencing with the seminal work of Jessica Benjamin and 
extending it through the hermeneutic approach of Paul Ricoeur, 
the path toward mutual recognition is charted through an 
interdisciplinary examination of psychoanalysis, philosophy 
and theology. This study presents evidence that “gratitude” lies 
at the very apex of the development of mutual recognition, and 
moves beyond mere alterity to appreciation for the other. 

   
Respondent: Doris Brothers, Training & Research in Self-Psychology 
Foundation 
Moderator: Pamela Cooper-White, Columbia Theological Seminar 
____________________________________ 

 

PAPER PANEL                       WOLF, ROOM 201 
(No CEUs available) 
 
The Traumatized Other, Hermeneutics, and Ethics: Fromm, Buber, 
Boszormenyi-Nagy   

 

Roger Frie, Simon Fraser University 
“Confronting Otherness and Negotiating Identity in the German 
Jewish Experience” 

 

A clinical paper that addresses the themes of culture, identity, 
and trauma in a bilingual analysis between a German-speaking 
second-generation Holocaust survivor and an analyst of 
German descent.  By paying attention to language shifts 
between German and English,   (Continued on next page) 
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Frie continued 
this paper illustrates how the patient and analyst are 
embedded in cultural, historical and linguistic contexts that 
shape the German-Jewish experience, the therapeutic process, 
and the negotiation of identity. 

 
Moderator: Ilene Philipson, Institute of Contemporary Psychoanalysis 
“Erich Fromm:  A Challenge to Contemporary Psychoanalytic 
Thinking About The Traumatized Other” 

 

The experience of the traumatized other currently is of 
paramount concern in psychoanalytic thought. This focus may 
direct us away from the ways in which all of us are suffering in 
our neoliberal world. Erich Fromm's work challenges binary 
thinking in which the traumatized live in a world 
incommensurate with others. I argue for the preservation of a 
dialectical space between what divides and unites us, between 
recognizing the suffering of others and acknowledging the 
potential of human agency. 

 
Sally Howard, Institute of Contemporary Psychoanalysis  
“Recognizing the Humanity of the Victimizer: Clinical and Social 
Implications” 

 

A highly needed and hopeful trajectory is emerging in 
contemporary psychoanalysis as analysts extend their 
creativity and passion toward the individual in context and the 
world beyond office walls. This paper explores the aspects of 
healing and recovery of the individual and collective 
imagination following the experience of dehumanizing 
trauma. Intergenerational cycles of violence and 
dehumanization are a central aspect in the lives of both victim 
and victimizer. 

____________________________________ 
 

4:15-5:45pm            PAPER PANEL                   WOLF, ROOM 204 
(No CEUs available) 
 

History, Selfhood, and the Other: Levinas and Macmurray 
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Mark S. Carlson, Argosy University-Twin Cities 
“Weaving the Other into the History of Psychology” 

No abstract available 
 
John Roberts, University of West Georgia 
“Trauma, Alterity, and the Genealogy of the Modern Subject” 

 

This paper sketches a genealogy of the modern subject as 
intimately related to a historically located and irreducible 
Otherness, which interrupts the self-mastery and radical 
reflexivity demanded by industrial life. Drawing on the work of 
Foucault, Levinas, and others, it is suggested that psychological 
discourses of trauma and related practices (with their trajectories 
of wellness, functionality, and efficiency) technologically conceal 
the subject’s problematic relation to alterity. 
 

Moderator: Jeff Sugarman, Simon Fraser University 
“The Other as Person in the Philosophy of John Macmurray” 

 

In this paper, understanding the other is examined in light of the 
project of 20th century Scottish philosopher, John Macmurray. 
Macmurray defended that human reality is not intelligible as a 
derivative from material or organic categories and only can be 
understood in terms of personhood. He saw the pressing task for 
philosophy as articulating “the form of the personal;” i.e., those 
respects in which persons differ from other kinds of entities.  

____________________________________ 
 

4:15- 5:45pm      PAPER WITH RESPONDENT                       
(No CEUs available)             WOLF, ROOM 203 
 
Peter Shabad, Northwestern University Medical School 
“Passion, Sorrow, and Transformation: Leaping Across the Chasm 
from Self to Other”   

 

The human capacity to use their passionate life force is 
fundamental to an inspired developmental/ethical leap from self 
to other, from “who I am now” toward the different person of 
“who I will be tomorrow,”    (Continued on next page) 

and from “who I am here” toward “who you are over there.” 
The choices we commit to action may be viewed as the 
individualized form though which we shape ourselves as 
creative vessels by dying to ourselves and constructing re-
born meaning through a relationship with an Other. 

 
Respondent: John Riker, Colorado College 
 
 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3RD 
 

9:00-10:30am      INVITED ADDRESS       MARRAN 
(1.5 CEUs available)                                     THEATRE 
 
Suzanne Kirschner, College of the Holy Cross 
“How Not to ‘Other’ the Other (and Similarly Impossible Goals): 
Scenes from a Psychoanalytic Clinic and an Inclusive 
Classroom” 

 

Drawing on field research and cultural theory, I explore how 
the “othering” of troubled, troubling or impaired persons is 
both enacted and softened (albeit in different ways) in two 
settings, a psychoanalytic clinic and an early elementary 
school that is inclusive of neurobehavioral disorders. 
Psychoanalytic practices abet empathy by fostering 
attunement to otherness within the self. Inclusive classroom 
routines “make all the difference” by reframing both 
normative and atypical identities. 

 

Respondent: Roger Frie, Simon Frasier University 
Moderator: Mark Freeman, College of the Holy Cross 
____________________________________ 

 
PAPER WITH RESPONDENT           ALUMNI HALL 
(No CEUs available) 

 
Dennis Klein, Kean University 
“Betrayal: Recognition and Non-Recognition in the Traumatic 
Encounter”   (Abstract on next page) 
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Dennis Klein continued 
 

My argument asserts that Holocaust survivors’ witness 
accounts are often observations of a profound betrayal. The 
memories of their experiences are attempts at reconciling two 
narratives in conflict: one that incriminates their assailants, 
and one that seeks to recall their assailants before and beyond 
the crimes they committed. I argue that this latter narrative of 
recognition included dispositions to forgive that collided with 
but also complicated their determination to condemn radical 
crimes.   

 
Respondent: Marilyn Charles, Austin Riggs Center 
____________________________________ 

 

PAPER PANEL                STEBBINS, ROOM 201 
 

The Feminine Other: Benjamin, Freud, Mill & Fromm 
(No CEUs available) 

 

Moderator: Bogdan Popa, Indiana University 
“Injuries and Resistance in John Stuart Mill's papers on gender” 

 

No abstract available 
 

Vlasta Paulic, Ludwig-Maximilians-University, Munich 
“Antigone - the Other of psychoanalysis?” 

 

This paper will attempt to answer the question allegedly 
posed in Steiner’s book Antigones: What would 
psychoanalysis look like, had it started with Antigone instead 
of Oedipus? Offering a deconstructive reading of gender-
blurring Antigone both as a character and a metaphor for the 
impossible path of the symbolized subject, I will attempt to 
explain why phallogocentric sexualized concepts like Name of 
the Father, phallus, etc. are not to be found at the center of 
infant’s subjectal development. 

Paul Cantz & Kalman Kaplan, University of Illinois at Chicago 
“Cross Cultural Reflections on the Feminine “Other”: Hebraism, 
and the Hellenism Redux” 

 

The historical dominance of Classical Greek thought has 
contributed to the otherness status of women, establishing an 
implicit misogynistic undercurrent in Western history. We 
argue that these misogynistic attitudes have been projected 
onto the Bible and from there reconstituted, in part, as 
antisemitism. We call for a paradigm shift that desituates 
biblical thinking from its theological context and offered as a 
positive alternative to the tragic and fatalistic Classical Greek 
worldview.   

____________________________________ 
 

10:30-10:45am   BREAK 
____________________________________ 

 

10:45am-12:15pm       INVITED ADDRESS          MARRAN 
(1.5 CEUs available)                       THEATRE 

 
Alvin Dueck, Fuller Graduate School of Psychology 
“On Psychologizing the Other: Plato, Pith Helmets, and 
Pathology” 

 

The Cartesian ego of Western psychology has been a major 
export in the past century. We spread the message of a timeless 
and universal psyche when in reality it is a product of 
EuroAmerican ideologies. We have diagnosed pathology in 
our setting and then in Platonic manner ‘discovered’ the same 
nosology applies cross-culturally. We do well to check our 
psychological thematizing, open ourselves to the ‘assault’ of 
the other’s psychology and assume a position of humility. 

 
Respondent: Jeffrey Bloechl, Boston College 
 

Moderator: David Goodman, Lesley University/Cambridge 
Hospital-Harvard Medical School 
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10:45-12:15pm       PAPER PANEL  STEBBINS, ROOM 201 
(No CEUs available) 
 
Love, Language, and Reception: Rosenzweig, Loewald, Mitchell, Buber, 
Levinas, and Kierkegaard 
 
Moderator: Michael Oppenheim, Concordia University 
“Langue, Parole, et Chanson: On Language as Song in 
Psychoanalysis and Jewish Philosophy” 
 

While the semiotic and communicative aspects of language are 
significant and intriguing, it may well be that other 
dimensions of language reveal more about the depth and 
possibilities of human living. This appears to be the conclusion 
shared by some post-Freudian relational analysts and modern 
Jewish philosophers of encounter. The main figures in this 
dialogue are the psychoanalysts Hans Loewald and Stephen 
Mitchell, and the philosophers Franz Rosenzweig, Martin 
Buber, and Emmanuel Levinas. 
 

Caleb Hendrickson, Yale University 
“Love Beyond Death in Rosenzweig” 

 

Jacque Lacan’s theory of desire locates otherness at the center 
of the self. This paper addresses the constitution of the subject 
in relation to the Lacanian other and the Biblical neighbor. 
Read through the mystic Jewish philosopher Franz 
Rosenzweig, Lacan’s religious influence becomes evident, 
while the contrast between the religious and Lacanian subjects 
centers around death. Death is exulted as neighbor for the 
religious subject, but remains the hollow center of 
psychoanalytic topography. 

 
Frances Maughan-Brown, Boston College 
“Kierkegaard’s Psychology of Reception”  
 

(Abstract on next page) 

Maughan-Brown continued 
 

The couples trying to get married at the end of Fear and 
Trembling provide a helpful illustration of Kierkegaard’s 
psychological position that the human self is a derived, 
established relation. Despair is not a matter of the self’s 
success or failure in its own ethical task; it is rather the mis-
relation between the self and the Other that established it. 
Kierkegaard presents characters who face and refuse despair 
at its root and who are ethically impotent, but heroic in their 
reception of the Other.  

  

____________________________________ 
 

PAPER PANEL               ALUMNI HALL 
(No CEUs available) 
 

Explorations of Otherness, Existentialism, & the Subversion of Time 
& the Other: Levinas, Buber & L’Arche 
 
Stephen Lambert & Brian Eck, Azusa Pacific University 
“The Philosophical and Existential Tenets of Martin Buber in 
MFT: The Sacred Dialogical Encounter Enhances Systems 
Theory” 
 

Preeminent among MFT Theorists, psychiatrist Murray 
Bowen of Georgetown advanced the most comprehensive and 
elegant approach to systems theory. Families are primarily 
emotional systems rooted in emotionally intense reciprocal 
communication. Seldom discussed in MFT, Martin Buber's 
dialogical philosophy with its emphasis on the holy,sacred 
encounter enhances Bowen, providing elegant and 
substantive contributions to therapists promoting sacred 
encounters. Fromm and others enhance the presentation. 
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Ronald Wright, Southern Nazarene University 
Giancarlo Tarantino, Loyola University Chicago 
 

“A Spectacle to the World: The Subversive Practice of Time and 
Otherness in L'Arche” 

 

The phenomenal givenness of the other cannot be divorced 
from hermeneutical understanding. This structure is revealed 
by describing two differing modes of life and illuminating the 
various practices that play a role in forming those modes. 
Whereas the “Having” mode limits the other in a purely 
economic sense, the “Being” mode, as it is concretized in the 
life of a L’Arche Community testifies to the subversion of 
“economics” and the possibility for the other to show up as gift 
and responsibility. 

 

Moderator: Peter August, Private Practice 
“Writing the Vignette: The Reversing of the Subjective” 

 

To write about the boy who absent-mindedly drums his 
fingertips on the table, as the dog stretches on the floor, and the 
sound of a fire truck goes by (particulars making a polysemous 
whole absent specific meaning) we enter an “essential solitude” 
in which the subjective is reversed, we create a language of 
“proximity” versus uncover any “truth about proximity,” and 
we are ‘listened into the world.’ Such writing is a means, I 
submit, for achieving an ethical stance in the presence of the 
other. 

____________________________________ 
 
10:45-12:15pm        
PAPER WITH RESPONDENT                STEBBINS, ROOM 202 
(No CEUs available)               
 
Jennifer Wang, New School for Social Research 
“The Melancholy of Psychoanalysis: Marion, Kristeva, and the 
Difference of Theology” 
 

(Abstract on next page) 
 

Wang continued 
 

Jean-Luc Marion's etiology of melancholy moves from the 
broken relation of the subject to other subjects, to the world 
qua world, and finally to God. Julia Kristeva considers 
melancholy theoretically and clinically as silent attachment 
to an unspeakable Thing. For both, theology opens up to a 
cure and brings the subject back into communion with the 
Other. Drawing on Hildegard of Bingen, we reconceive 
theology as the condition of possibility for dialogue between 
phenomenology and psychoanalysis. 

 
Respondent: Natalia Yangarber-Hicks, Wheaton College 
 
 

 
 

 
____________________________________ 

Continuing Education Units (CEUs) for Social Workers and 
Psychologists are being graciously sponsored by the 

Danielsen Institute at Boston University. The Danielsen 
Institute is approved by the American Psychological 

Association to sponsor continuing education for 
psychologists.  The Danielsen Institute maintains 

responsibility for this program and its content. 
____________________________________ 

 



 

*Exhibited in Alumni Hall for majority of conference and 
highlighted during the Wine and Cheese Reception 
 

William Adams, Brandman University 
“The Development of Intersubjectivity” 

 

Intersubjectivity is the capacity to know the subjective state of the 
Other. Philosophers who accept that definition take 
intersubjectivity as a given fact. Psychologists often specify 
developmental processes but are biased to a nativist view. This 
paper argues that intersubjectivity requires intense lifelong 
socialization, resulting in a wide range of intersubjective 
sensitivity in adults and children and explains how fragile it is. 

 

Pia Chaudhari, Union Theological Seminary 
“Freedom for Relationship: 
An Initial Exploration of The Theology of Zizioulas and the 
Psychoanalytic Insights of Winnicott in Dialogue” 
 

Exploring the theology of Zizioulas in conversation with the 
psychoanalytic theory of Winnicott, this poster envisions how the 
theological concerns of personhood, sin, faith, and redemption 
may correlate to healing in the psychoanalytic context. It notes an 
emphasis placed by both theology and psychoanalysis on the 
need to experience both dependence and otherness in order to 
become a self, and to heal from living in opposition and 
fragmentation and grow towards living in communion. 

 

Mengchun Chiang, Duquesne University 
“Rethinking Somatization Disorder as an Other’s Expression in a 
Cultural Contexts” 
 

This paper deconstructs a medical understanding of somatoform 
expressions and reconstructs them as expressions of the other in 
cultural. I discuss a psychoanalytic view on the etiological basis 
of the somatization expressions and engage in a meditation on 
this topic to elucidate how cultural context is both a cause and a 
solution for the somatoform expression of psychological distress. 
Example of Puerto Rican Syndrome is introduced in the light of 
hysteric formation and attachment theory. 
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Teal Fitzpatrick, Duquesne University 
“When Self is Other: An exploration of Depression as the 
Pathologized Expression of Alienation” 

 

No abstract available 
 

Paul Flores, Southern Nazarene University 
“Developmental Psychology as Relational Transcendence in 
Martin Buber’s I and Thou” 

 

Martin Buber’s developmental psychology and its relation to the 
nature of personhood will be pursued. The question at hand is 
whether or not relationality is transcendent. If so, it might press 
one to think ethically about other persons. If the impulse to relate 
is not merely one impulse among others, not merely a function of 
speciation, might I be obligated to say “Thou.” This reveals who 
we are: fundamentally relational and implicitly desiring to be 
revered and to revere the Other. 

 

Jorge Goncalves, New University of Lisbon-FCSH 
“Is the Lacanian mirror stage still valid?” 

 

No abstract available 
 

Julie Yonker, Laura DeHaan, &Chelsea Schnabelrauch,  
Calvin College 
 
“Does spirituality & religiosity matter for adolescents and 
emerging adults? A meta-analytic review and implications for 
developmental inquiry” 

 

Religious belief is common in American teen/emerging adults; 
but studies rarely question if spirituality/religiosity (S/R) 
influences development, or development influences S/R. This 
study used meta-analysis to examine associations between S/R 
and outcomes of risk behavior, depression, well-being, self-
esteem, and personality in 75 studies of 66,273 teens/emerging 
adults. Results show S/R has positive effect on psychological 
outcomes, is a reliable phenomenon, and merits continued 
attention. 
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William Hasek, Duquesne University 
“Before Any Contribution by Memory: A Phenomenological 
Critique of the Concept of Projection” 

 

Although the psychoanalytic understanding of the defense 
mechanisms offers a rich language for describing clinical 
phenomena, its insights are often framed in solipsistic terms. 
This paper advances a critique of one of the most fundamental 
defense mechanisms: projection. Drawing on the work of 
several phenomenological thinkers, it documents the various 
ways in which the notion of projection impoverishes our 
understanding of human experience and precludes genuine 
recognition of alterity. 

 

Christine Hoepfner, Independent Scholar 
“Opening to the Other: Ecologies of Empathy” 

 

Opening to the Other: Ecologies of Empathy reviews 
anthropological fieldwork and psychoanalytic and therapy 
case studies to examine the resources bearing on individual 
practitioners' responses to sufferers. I inquire into the 
conditions and qualities that allow for being receptive to 
and/or present with an Other's suffering in contrast to being 
directive toward and/or detaching from it, utilizing various 
lenses of empathy as understood in philosophical and popular 
discourses. 

 

Jennifer Hunter, Harvard Divinity School 
“Mirror, Magic, and the Reflected Self Betwixt and Between 
the Real and the Imaginary” 

 

No abstract available 
 

Katherine Jenness, University of Chicago 
“The Inner Self as Other: Psychoanalysis in a Self-Conscious 
Age” 
 
(Abstract on next page) 

 
 

My research considers the meaning of psychoanalysis today. 
Drawing on in-depth interviews with undergraduate students, I 
argue that a key reason psychoanalysis has fallen from favor 
among many Americans is a contemporary inability to connect 
with the inner life. My respondents associated introspection 
with self-alienation rather than self-discovery. I argue that this 
has resulted from an acutely “constructivist” consciousness, 
which tends to attenuate the felt realness of the inner world. 

 
Travis Koutsoubos, Wheaton College 
“Levinas and Loewald: Comparing two intellectual hedgehogs 
on the subject of guilt” 
 

No abstract available 
 

Rachel Langford & Laura Rold, Fuller Theological Seminary 
“Experiencing the Loss of the Other” 

 

The processes of grieving and forgiving share several 
similarities, revolving around the experience of losing a loved 
object. Melanie Klein described the process of mourning as a 
movement from the paranoid-schizoid position to the 
depressive position. Miroslav Volf described a similar process in 
forgiveness of moving from exclusion to embrace. This paper 
seeks to the similarities between the processes, and uses the case 
of “Jane” to examine how the process may occur together. 

 
Zenos Linnell, McLean Hospital 
Ben Arcangeli and Kelly Jankauskas, Lesley University 
“Joy as Motivation for Mental Development” 

 

This paper traces evolutionary stages toward the baby learning 
how to think about other peoples’ and self formative process. 
Mother love makes the infant’s existence of mother permanent. 
Self existence unfolds later. Edelman and Bowlby contributed 
the instinct theory that derived “attachment” and consciousness 
to my combinatory development, suggesting a strong basis for 
psychoanalysis being freed from the ongoing bond of the 
unconscious. Character then freely develops. 
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Max Livshetz, Antioch University Seattle 
“Toward Moral Footing for Psychotherapy: A Few Steps Closer” 
 

Despite growing recognition of the moral dimensions of 
psychotherapeutic practice, a systemic framework for 
conceptualizing the work in moral terms is still lacking. I adapt 
Gadamer's understanding of the moral foundations of dialogue 
to recommend it as a firmament for our work with clients. Then, 
in order to further demonstrate the interconnectedness between 
the moral and psychological dimensions, I integrate Jessica 
Benjamin's perspectives on pleasure into the emerging moral-
dialogic matrix.   
 

David Lotto, Private Practice 
“The Pot Calling the Kettle Black: On the Perils and Pitfalls of 
Understanding the Other” 
 

This paper briefly examines a particular form of hypocrisy which 
is all too commonly seen in academic publications which discuss 
the motives or characteristics of the "enemy" other. Several 
examples are given of American authors writing about 
reprehensible behavior committed by "terrorist" enemies of the 
United States with no acknowledgment that identical or very 
similar acts have been committed by the United States. 
 

Isabella Nagy, Boston University 
“Human Subjectivity in the Thought of Ayn Rand and Feodor 
Dostoevsky” 
 

No abstract available 
 

Mark Nickolas, Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology 
“Union and Difference: Social Scientific Support for Zizioulas’ 
Theological Vision of Personhood” 
 

No abstract available 
 

Maria D. Austin & Robert O. Piehl, Fuller Theological Seminary 
“Psychoanalytic Interpretation as Pharmakon” 
 

This paper draws parallels between psychoanalytic 
interpretation and ‘pharmakon–a Greek term for ‘drug’ that 
means both remedy and poison. The inescapable dependence of 
personal meaning on contextual factors, specifically the context 
of the clinical intersubjective field, results in an analyst not truly 
knowing when an interpretation is offered, if the patient will 
receive it as remedy or poison. Practical clinical implications of 
pharmakon are discussed via case discussion. 
 

Joseph Schwab, Clark University 
“Religious meaning making: Positioning the other through 
stories” 
 

Meaning making often takes the form of stories, or narratives, 
that one tells others to convey certain values and principles that 
one considers important and relevant. Qualitative data will be 
presented in which individuals tell stories about their past 
experiences with religion and spirituality and construct a sense 
of self in relation to others on these topics. Positioning theory 
will be explained to identify the different constitutions of “the 
other” in these identity constructions. 
 

Stephen Simpson & Ryan Howes, Fuller Theological Seminary 
“The Gift as “It” Object Metaphors for Virginity in Evangelical 
Christianity” 
 

Evangelical Christian culture places a high value on chastity 
before marriage. To this end, Evangelicals use metaphors that 
describe virginity as an object discrete from the whole person. 
Christian metaphors promoting chastity split sexuality from 
identity and attachment with the other. Descriptors for virginity 
such as “gift” turn sexuality into an object, something distinct 
from an embodied sense of identity. Research suggests that this 
is counterproductive to promoting abstinence. 
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Jonathan Skalski, Jonathan Gibson, Richard La Fleur, Louis 
Boynton, & Kizito Okeke, University of West Georgia 
“On the Role of the Other in Sudden, Life-Altering, Positive 
Transformation” 

 

In recent qualitative research on sudden, positive transformation, 
research participants were suffering prior to life-altering insights. 
Some experiences resembled religious conversions embedded in 
experiencing a transcendent Other. The Other was often central 
to adaptive, integrative choices and processes. This poster 
approaches the role of the Other in the transformations of 15 
participants. Levinasian conceptions of the Other were helpful 
for understanding ethical development. 

 

R. Scott Stehouwer, Calvin College 
“Using a Religious Perspective to Integrate Psychological 
Theories”  

 

The orthogenetic principle states development involves 
differentiation, articulation, and integration. Psychology has 
spent much time and effort in differentiating and articulating 
theoretical approaches to understanding the nature of the 
person, however integration of these theories has met with little 
success. This paper focuses on a method to facilitate integration 
by appealing to a particular historic religious perspective, 
thereby encouraging development of the discipline of 
psychology. 

 

Jennifer Stuart, The Danielsen Institute at Boston University 
“Complex Trauma, Forgiveness and The Role of ‘the Other’” 

 

In cases of complex trauma/complex PTSD, forgiveness models 
that are prescriptive in process often place emphasis on the 
victim’s need to forgive, thereby further burdening her with 
blame. These cases require a model of forgiveness that is more 
expansive, incorporating a reliance on “the other” that makes 
grace possible. Not to take into account the biological and 
enduring wounds of trauma and incorporate them into the 
equation serves as an injustice to those victimized and is not 
therapeutic. 

Michael Szul, Capella University 
“Rudolf Steiner and the Evolution of Consciousness” 

 

Rudolf Steiner is a philosopher left largely ignored in academic 
and public circles, despite his dynamic philosophical thinking 
on freedom and his contributions to theological thought and 
education. Steiner’s ideas on the evolution of consciousness 
bring to light a dilemma in attempting to understand the 
cultural context of ancient peoples. This poster examines the 
outlook that Steiner's view proposes which is very different 
than our own. 

 

Kathryn Wagner, Duquesne University 
“The Embodied Experience of Being a Deaf Therapist: 
Psychotherapy & the Other” 

 

This presentation attempts to intertwine Self, Body & World 
through one person's experience with disability, namely 
Deafness. As an "Other", I’ve often wondered how my hearing 
loss unconsciously shapes my therapy practice. How is the 
relationship between the deaf therapist & hearing patient 
influenced by different modes of communication-verbal and 
non-verbal? What is the social construction of being deaf? I 
draw from the work of Merleau-Ponty and other philosophers 
in exploring these questions. 
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P U B L I C    T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  P A R K I N G  

Please refer to the MBTA website for public transportation 
details (Harvard Square and Porter Square are the closest T stops) 
 
From Logan International Airport (using public transportation): 
• ·Take Silver Line Bus #1 (SL1) from Terminals A,B,C or E 

towards South Station. 
• ·Once you have arrived at South Station, take any MBTA 

Red Line train towards Alewife Station. 
• ·Once departed from South Station on the Red Line train, it 

will be 7 stops until you arrive at Porter Square Station (one 
stop past Harvard Square). 

• ·Exit the station on the left and turn left onto Massachusetts 
Ave. 

• To reach Lesley University’s Main Campus, walk south on 
Massachusetts Ave. approximately seven blocks. Turn left 
onto Mellen Street. 

 
From the Alewife T Station (public transportation with multiple 
parking options): 
• ·Take the MBTA Red Line train towards Braintree or 

Ashmont to the Porter Square stop (2 stops). 
• ·Exit the station on the left and turn left onto Massachusetts 

Avenue. 
• ·To reach Lesley University’s Main Campus, walk south on 

Massachusetts Avenue approximately seven blocks. Turn 
left onto Mellen Street. 

 
Alewife Station is located at the Intersection of Alewife Brook 
Parkway and Cambridge Park Drive, Cambridge. 
 
Driving Directions Please use Google Maps and enter: 
36 Mellen St. Cambridge, MA 02138 

On Campus Parking Options:  Cambridge parking is 
notoriously difficult.  Lesley University’s campus has limited 
parking in several of its small parking lots. These lots are open 
on Saturday and Sunday and are available on a first-come, first-
serve basis (so if you are not using public transportation, you 
will want to arrive early).  These lots will be labeled and visible 
upon arrival on the Doble Campus at Lesley University (Mellen 
St.).  On each day, there are also metered spots available on 
Massachusetts Ave and other streets nearby.  Please allow ample 
time to deal with parking. 
 
Paid Parking options also include the following: 
 
Sheraton Commander Hotel (16 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 
02138) Phone:  617-547-4800, 24-Hour Valet Parking Service ($29 
per day), $7-9 for Daily Parking (not overnight), Very Limited 
Availability 
 
*This is the location for the plenary addresses but all other conference events are 
a 12 minute walk to Lesley University 
 
 Harvard Square Parking Garage (20 Eliot Street, Cambridge, 
MA 02138) Phone: 617-354-4168 ($20-25 per day) 
 
*15 minute walk to Lesley University/5 minute walk to Sheraton Commander 
Hotel 
 

Propark at the Charles Square Garage  (One Bennett Street, 
Cambridge, MA 02138), Phone: 617.491.0298 ($25 per day) 
 
*15 minute walk to Lesley University/5 minute walk to Sheraton Commander 
Hotel 
 
Alewife Station Parking (intersection of Alewife Brook Parkway 
and Cambridge Park Drive, Cambridge), Ample availability and 
easy redline T train access to Porter Square (which is a 10 minute 
walk to Lesley University’s campus), $7.00/day. $8.00/overnight 
 

Cambridgeside Galleria Parking (100 Cambridge Side Place 
 Cambridge MA 02141 ), Phone: 617-621-8666, ($20 per day) 
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Walking directions from Sheraton Commander to Lesley University. 

M A P S   &  D I R E C T I O N S   M A P S   &  D I R E C T I O N S   

Cambridge, MA | Harvard Square 
 
The conference events will take place on Lesley University’s 
main campus (Doble Campus) and the plenary addresses will 
take place at the Sheraton Commander Hotel (a short walk 
from Lesley University). Both locations are steps away from 
public transportation and a variety of excellent restaurants, and 
interest points.  

 
Lesley University’s Doble Campus is located at: 

36 Mellen Street, Cambridge, MA 02138. 
 
(Specifically the Wolfard House and McKenna Student Center) 

SHERATON  
COMMANDER HOTEL 

Sheraton Commander Hotel | 16 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.  


